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Take-Home Message 

These patients with severe COPD exhibited attenuated plasticity in muscle convective O2 

                                   2peak, in response to exercise training that extended beyond 

simply disuse and would be expected to contribute to muscle dysfunction.  
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ABSTRACT  

Both convective O2 transport to, and diffusive transport within, skeletal muscle are markedly 

diminished in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). However, it is 

unknown how these determinants of peak muscle O2           MO2peak) respond to exercise 

training in patients with COPD. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to assess the plasticity 

of skeletal muscle O2                             MO2peak in patients with COPD.  

 

Adaptations to 8 weeks of single-leg knee-extensor exercise training were measured in 8 patients 

with severe COPD (forced expiratory volume in 1s (FEV1)±SEM = 0.9±0.1 l) and 8 healthy, 

well-matched controls. Femoral arterial and venous blood samples, and thermodilution-assessed 

leg blood flow were used to determine muscle O2 transport and utilization at maximal exercise 

pre- and post-training. 

 

                     MO2peak in both COPD (by ~26% from 271±29 to 342±35 ml/min) and 

controls (by ~32% from 418±37 to 553±41 ml/min), restoring   MO2peak in COPD to only ~80% 

of pre-training control   MO2peak. Muscle diffusive O2 transport increased similarly in both COPD 

(by ~38% from 6.6±0.9 to 9.1±0.9 ml/min/mmHg) and controls (by ~36% from 10.4±0.7 to 

14.1±0.8 ml/min/mmHg), with the patients reaching ~90% of pre-training control values. In 

contrast, muscle convective O2 transport increased significantly only in controls (by ~26% from 

688±57 to 865±69 ml/min), leaving patients with COPD (438±45 vs 491±51 ml/min) at ~70% of 

pre-training control values. 

 

While muscle diffusive O2 transport in COPD was largely restored by exercise training,   MO2peak 

remained constrained by limited plasticity in muscle convective O2 transport.  



INTRODUCTION  

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterized by impaired lung 

function which reduces exercise capacity. However, skeletal muscle dysfunction also contributes 

to the compromised exercise capacity in this population [1-3]. Skeletal muscle alterations with 

COPD include reduced efficiency, mass, strength, capillarity, aerobic enzyme content, and 

mitochondrial function, with increases in the fraction of type II fibers and oxidative stress [1, 3-

9]. Dyspnea from impaired lung function together with these negative changes within 

ambulatory muscles results in a vicious cycle of diminished exercise capacity [10] and the 

adoption of a sedentary lifestyle [11]. This extreme inactivity with COPD necessitates the study 

of well-matched controls to discern between disease-related myopathy and disuse [4, 12]. 

Research aimed at distinguishing myopathy from disuse has been further complicated by 

the choice of exercise modality. Although improvements in skeletal muscle function have been 

reported following whole-body exercise training, evidence supports that whole-body exercise is 

suboptimal for both evaluating and training skeletal muscle in patients with COPD [4, 9, 13-15]. 

This is because whole-body, large muscle mass exercise overwhelms cardiopulmonary resources 

and limits skeletal muscle perfusion, O2 delivery and thus exercise capacity [10]. Studies 

utilizing two-legged cycle exercise training in COPD have revealed that the musculoskeletal 

system exhibits greater exercise-induced plasticity than the pulmonary system. In these studies, 

almost all adaptations to training occurred within the muscle [5, 16] and ventilatory 

improvements were either absent [5] or attributable to reduced acidosis [17]. Importantly, 

optimal evaluation and training of skeletal muscle in COPD is likely to be achieved only when 

the muscle mass recruited is small enough that maximal muscular work is realized without 

cardiopulmonary limitations. Indeed, one-legged cycle training is more effective than two-legged 



cycle training for increasing exercise capacity in patients with COPD [15]. Knee-extensor 

exercise (KE), training each leg separately, also improves muscle exercise capacity and maximal 

mitochondrial respiration in patients with COPD [9, 14]. However, the skeletal muscle O2 

transport determinants of exercise capacity, upstream from maximal mitochondrial respiration, 

are diminished with COPD [18]. Thus, the exercise-induced plasticity of these O2 transport 

components is likely a critical factor determining the improvement in skeletal muscle exercise 

capacity with exercise training in this population.  

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the plasticity of the skeletal muscle 

O2 transport determinants of exercise capacity with 8 weeks of KE training of both legs, one at a 

time, in patients with severe COPD compared to healthy sedentary controls. We hypothesized 

that KE training would 1) improve skeletal muscle O2 diffusional conductance ( MO2), muscle 

convective O2 transport    MO2), and, subsequently, muscle O2 uptake (  MO2peak) similarly in 

both patients and controls and 2) restore these variables, in the patients, to those of the untrained 

controls.  



METHODS 

Subjects. Eight patients with COPD and eight healthy non-smoking male volunteers completed 

this study. All subjects were determined to be extremely sedentary by an interview questionnaire 

[19]. Following IRB approval, informed consent was obtained according to the University of 

California San Diego Human Research Protection Program. The pre-training exercise responses 

have been published previously [18]. 

 

KE modality and incremental maximal exercise test. Single-leg KE was performed with the 

subjects semi reclined on a padded chair and their lower leg attached to the crank of a cycle 

ergometer by a rigid bar [20]. Contraction of the quadriceps muscles turned the cycle ergometer 

flywheel producing a ~90-170° arc of the lower leg and the momentum of the flywheel passively 

returned the relaxed leg to the start position. A contraction frequency of 1 Hz was used for all 

KE. Resistance to the quadriceps muscles was provided through tension on a belt surrounding 

the flywheel. Subjects were thoroughly familiarized with KE to ensure maximal effort during 

testing. Subjects then performed an incremental maximal KE test lasting 8-12 minutes (each 

minute work rate was increased according to individual capability) to determine maximum work 

rate, defined as the work rate for which the subject could no longer maintain a 1 Hz contraction 

frequency [4]. 

 

Experimental protocol. Pre- and post-training, femoral arterial and venous catheters (Model DSA 

400L, Cook, Bloomington, IN) and a femoral venous thermocouple (Model IT-18, Physitemp 

Instruments, Clifton, NJ) were placed, as previously described [21]. Subjects then performed 

incremental single-leg KE up to the previously determined maximum work rate (COPD: ~33, 



~66, 100 %max; Controls: ~15, ~30, ~60, ~80, 100 %max) [20]. Each work rate was performed 

for 2-4 minutes with data acquisition during the final 30 seconds of each stage (timing was 

tailored to exercise intensity and individual capability). Five of the patients also underwent 

percutaneous needle biopsies of the vastus lateralis (see Online Supplemental Data).  

 

KE Training. Following the initial catheter-based study [18], subjects completed 8 weeks of 

supervised KE training in the laboratory (3 times/week). The KE training regimen consisted of a 

repeating 2 week cycle of varying 1 hour protocols comprised of short (5-10 minutes), high-

intensity (70-95% maximum work rate) intervals and long (15-45 minutes), low-intensity (40-

65% maximum work rate) intervals, training each leg separately. This regimen has, previously, 

been documented                   MO2peak changes in young and old healthy subjects and patients 

with heart failure [22, 23]. All subjects completed the training with ≥96% adherence. 

 

Measurements and Analyses. Muscle blood flow was measured in the femoral vein using the 

thermodilution technique [20]. Femoral arterial and venous blood samples were analyzed for: 

hemoglobin [Hb], SO2 (IL-682, Clayton, NC, USA), PO2, PCO2, and pH (IL-Synthesis, Clayton, 

NC, USA) corrected to femoral venous temperature, and [lactate] (YSI 2300 Stat Plus, Yellow 

Springs, OH, USA). O2 content was calculated as (1.39*[Hb]*SO2/100+0.003*PO2). All blood 

samples from each subject were used to calculate the standard Hb P50 using a least squares 

method to identify the one P50 that best predicted the entire set of measured SO2 values from the 

respective measured PO2                   2    MO2) was calculated as the product of muscle 

blood flow and arterial-venous O2 concentration difference (CaO2-CvO2).   MO2 was calculated as 

the as the product of CaO2 and muscle blood flow. A numerical integration technique was used to 



estimate muscle mean capillary PO2 (PcapO2       MO2      MO2peak was calculated as 

 MO2=   2/PcapO2 [24-28]. An assumption for this calculation is that mitochondrial PO2 

(PmitoO2) is negligibly low at peak exercise (<3-4 mmHg [28]) and, therefore, is taken to be zero 

due to its minimal mathematical influence, relative to PcapO2 (~40-50 mmHg), on the PO2 

pressure gradient from the capillary to muscle. It is also assumed that the only explanation for O2 

remaining in the femoral venous blood is diffusion limitation of O2 efflux from the muscle 

microcirculation [25, 29, 30]   MO2 encompasses all phenomena that facilitate O2 unloading at 

the muscle and is determined by A/T x (O2 solubility/√ 2 molecular weight), where A and T are 

the surface area and thickness across which diffusion occurs, respectively. Net venous lactate 

outflow was calculated as the product of muscle blood flow and the venous-arterial [lactate]. 

Femoral arterial and venous blood pressures were continuously monitored by pressure 

transducers at heart level (PX-MK099, Baxter, Irvine, CA) to calculate mean arterial (MAP) and 

venous (MVP) pressures. Heart rate was measured with electrocardiogram (Lifepak 9A, Lifeline, 

Santa Barbara, CA). Quadriceps muscle mass was measured using established anthropometric 

techniques [20]. 

 

Statistical Analysis. All statistical analyses were conducted using commercially available 

software (SigmaPlot, Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). Data were analyzed using 

ANOVAs with post hoc regression analyses and paired or unpaired t-tests. Linear regression 

analyses were conducted after averaging the pre-post training data for each subject into a single 

data point in order to avoid the bias of repeated observations [31], and the slopes and intercepts 

were tested for equality between groups. Data are expressed as mean±SEM and significance was 

established at p<0.05.  



RESULTS 

Subject matching and preliminary testing.  Age (COPD: 66±4 years; Controls: 67±2 years), 

height (COPD: 172±2 cm; Controls: 174±2 cm), mass (COPD: 73.8±2.7 kg; Controls: 76.9±5.0 

kg), body mass index (COPD: 25.2±1.3 kg/m
2
; Controls: 25.2±1.2 kg/m

2
), and quadriceps 

muscle mass (COPD: 2.1±0.1 kg; Controls: 2.2±0.1 kg) were not significantly different between 

the patients with COPD and controls (all p>0.05).              2peak on a cycle ergometer 

during preliminary testing was low in controls (20.3±1.8 ml/min/kg), consistent with our 

screening for being extremely sedentary, but was still significantly lower in the patients with 

COPD (14.9±1.6 ml/min/kg, p<0.05), consistent with severe cardiopulmonary impairments 

limiting capacity with this exercise modality. The patients had significantly lower forced 

expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1, 0.9±0.1 vs. 2.2±0.3 l, p<0.05) and FEV1 relative to forced 

vital capacity (FEV1/FVC, 39±2 vs. 77±3 %, p<0.05) than controls. 

 

Pre-training skeletal muscle O2 transport and utilization during incremental KE. The initial pre-

training catheter-based study for these subjects has been previously reported [18]. Briefly, peak 

work rate was ~50% lower in the patients than controls (Table 1    MO2,   MO2        MO2peak at 

maximal KE were all ~36% lower in the patients with COPD compared to controls (Figures 1 

and 4, Table 1). Submaximal muscle blood flow,   MO2        MO2, as a function of KE work 

rate were not significantly different between the patients and controls, while CaO2-CvO2 was 

significantly lower in the patients (Figure 2).  

 

Post-training skeletal muscle O2 transport and utilization during incremental KE. KE training 

significantly improved peak work rate in both the patients with COPD (~33%) and controls 



(~50%). The post-training peak work rate in the patients remained significantly lower than 

controls pre-training, attaining ~66% of the controls (Table 1). KE training significantly 

increased   MO2 at peak work rate in controls (~26%), but not in patients with COPD (~12%). 

Thus,   MO2 remained significantly lower in the patients post-training than the controls pre-

training, at ~70% of the controls (Figures 1 and 4, Table 1                MO2                   

                                                                                        

                         -          MO2 in the patients was not significantly different from the 

controls pre-training, attaining ~90% of the controls (Figures 1 and 4, Table 1                

            MO2peak was significantly increased in both the patients with COPD (~26%) and 

controls (~32%). The   MO2peak in the patients post-training was not significantly different from 

the controls pre-training, attaining ~80% of the controls (Figures 1 and 4, Table 1). The 

relationship between   MO2peak and   MO2 (indicative of O2 extraction) was significant, with a 

positive slope and a y-intercept not significantly different from 0, for both the patients with 

COPD (r = 0.88) and controls (r = 0.94), with no significant difference between groups (Figure 

3). Similarly, the relationship between   MO2peak      MO2 (indicative of the capillary-

mitochondrial PO2 gradient for diffusion) was significant, with a positive slope and a y-intercept 

not significantly different from 0, for both the patients with COPD (r = 0.85) and controls (r = 

0.96), with no significant difference between groups (Figure 3). Muscle blood flow,   MO2     

  MO2, as a function of work rate, were not significantly altered by KE training in either the 

patients with COPD or controls (Figure 2). KE training significantly increased the CaO2-CvO2 

throughout incremental KE in the patients, while there was no such effect in controls (Figure 2).  



DISCUSSION 

 The purpose of this study was to determine the plasticity of the skeletal muscle O2 

transport determinants of   MO2peak as a consequence of 8 weeks of KE training in patients with 

severe COPD compared to healthy, sedentary controls. A primary finding, in agreement with our 

first hypothesis, was that K                      MO2 and   MO2peak in both the patients with 

COPD and controls. However, contrary to our hypothesis,   MO2 did not increase in the patients 

with COPD, despite the same relative KE training stimulus as the controls. Thus, KE training did 

not restore   MO2 in the patients to that of the untrained controls. In contrast, KE training did 

         MO2 in the patients with COPD to that of the untrained controls. The current findings 

support that rather than a myopathy, per se, patients with severe COPD appear to exhibit 

attenuated plasticity in   MO2, and therefore   MO2peak, in response to KE training. This extends 

beyond simply disuse and would be expected to contribute to the muscle dysfunction common in 

this population. 

 

Peak skeletal muscle O2 transport and utilization alterations following KE training.  

 The pathway for O2 to skeletal muscle mitochondria involves a series of well-known, 

integrated convective and diffusive O2 transport steps [32]. The determinans of   MO2peak during 

maximal exercise are defined by t                                          MO2=muscle blood 

flow x (CaO2-CvO2                                    MO2= MO2 x (PcapO2-PmitO2)). Patients 

with COPD have ventilatory and pulmonary gas exchange limitations [10], but, in the current 

study, the impact of these was minimized by use of the KE model. The current study was 

focused on separately assessing the plasticity in circulatory   MO2 to muscle capillaries and 

 MO2 from hemoglobin to mitochondria in response to KE training in patients with COPD [24]. 



Our pre-training study, with the current subjects, revealed that both   MO2 and  MO2 

                  MO2peak were diminished in patients with severe COPD compared to controls, 

despite the controls also being sedentary [18]. The main finding of the current study was that KE 

training augmented and restored             ’ peak exercise  MO2 to ~90% of the untrained 

controls, while   MO2 remained at ~70% of the untrained controls. Although these alterations 

were sufficient to statistically improve and restore   MO2peak in the patients to that of the controls 

pre-training, the limited plasticity in   MO2 appeared to restrict the improvement to only ~80% of 

the untrained controls (Figures 1 and 4, Table 1).  

 The Fick principle of mass conservation and the Fick law of diffusion can be graphically 

integrated to illustrate the impact of KE training on the muscle O2                           

  MO2peak (Figure 4). This illustration                                 MO2 and  MO2        

                 MO2peak alterations with KE training (A to D in the patients, but especially E to F 

in the controls). I                                     MO2peak was largely due to the increase in 

 MO2                                                      MO2 and  MO2 for controls. In both 

groups, the improvement in diffusive O2 flux (i.e.   MO2peak) was the result of increased  MO2, as 

PcapO2, and therefore the partial pressure gradient for O2 diffusion, was not increased following 

KE training. Interestingly, the structural                                   MO2 were not 

significantly altered with exercise training in the patients (Table S1). This may signify an 

increased surface area for the diffusion of O2 through mechanisms that do not require 

morphometric changes, such as improved microvasculature red blood cell rheology that recruits 

a greater length of a given capillary for diffusion (i.e. longitudinal recruitment) [33, 34] and/or 

improved red blood cell-capillary wall interaction [35]. It is also noteworthy that the adaptations 

in morphometric variables such as capillary-to-fiber ratio with increased Type I and decreased 



Type II muscle fibers were in line                      MO2, but may not have achieved 

statistical significance due to the, acknowledged, limited sample size (n=5) for these muscle 

biopsy-dependent measurements (Table S1)              MO2 in the patients was primarily the 

result of a compromised muscle blood flow both before and after training. This compromised 

blood flow is consistent with evidence of marked vascular dysfunction [36], impaired 

prostacyclin formation and elevated levels of endothelin-1 [37], and increased sympathetic 

activity [38] in patients with COPD. The lower CaO2, primarily resulting from a lower 

hemoglobin concentration,                                      MO2 in the patients. Such anemia 

of chronic disease is common with COPD due to oxygen and bronchodilator therapies [39, 40]. 

The lack of an increase in   MO2 with KE supports that the dysfunction affecting blood flow and 

CaO2 was likely not altered by KE training. Overall, the partial restoration of   MO2peak with 

exercise training in the patients with COPD (A to D vs A to E) appeared to be primarily limited 

by attenuated plasticity in   MO2.  

 

Submaximal skeletal muscle O2 transport and utilization during KE before and after training. 

  It remains unclear if intrinsic skeletal muscle abnormalities common with COPD 

consistently impact skeletal muscle hemodynamics and metabolism during exercise. In a 

previous study from our group, muscle blood flow,   MO2        MO2, as a function of work rate, 

were greater in patients with COPD than controls [4]                                           

                                         2 during submaximal KE was ~50% greater in 

patients with COPD than controls, although not achieving statistical significance (p=0.07) [9]. 

However, muscle blood flow was not different between patients and controls [9]. It was recently 

demonstrated that muscle blood flow and   MO2, but not   MO2, were lower during submaximal 



KE in patients with COPD than controls [37]. A goal of our series of studies was to further 

investigate if skeletal muscle hemodynamics and metabolism, as a function of work rate, are 

altered by COPD and KE training. The current findings document that                      MO2  

      MO2 across work rates were not altered by KE training in either group (Figure 2). 

Interestingly, and in agreement with some of our previous work [4], when   MO2 is considered 

                                “                     ”       0-40% lower in the patients with 

COPD than the controls both pre- and post-training (Table 1). The inconsistent findings across 

studies are likely a result of the vast heterogeneity of disease-related pathology in this 

population, and support that disrupted submaximal skeletal muscle hemodynamics and 

metabolism are not obligatory to COPD. 

 

Myopathy versus Disuse with COPD.  

 A primary point of contention is whether                 “           ” with COPD is 

caused by a pathological condition (myopathy) or an extremely sedentary lifestyle [12].  To add 

clarity to the debate, the current study utilized small muscle mass exercise and exercise training 

to circumvent several complications evident when using whole-body exercise [4, 13]. To our 

knowledge, there has been only one study utilizing KE training to address the question of 

“myopathy versus disuse” with COPD [9]. In this well-designed study, six weeks of high-

intensity KE interval training augmented peak power and mitochondrial mass, which was 

attributed to the reversal of inactivity/disuse. The current study adds to these previous findings 

by assessing whether the response to KE training is appropriate or blunted in patients with severe 

COPD compared to sedentary controls. This study provides four key findings that yield novel 

insight into the myopathy vs disuse debate. First, muscle blood flow,   MO2, and   MO2 as a 



function of work rate, were not different between the patients with COPD and controls both 

before and after KE training (Figure 2). Second, before training,   MO2   MO2, and   MO2peak 

were diminished in the patients with COPD compared to controls despite our selection of 

extremely sedentary controls [18]. Third, in response to KE training, the controls exhibited an 

increase in  MO2    MO2, and   MO2peak, while the patients also increased both  MO2 and 

  MO2peak, but with no change in   MO2 (Figures 1 and 4, Table 1). Fourth, the relationships 

between   MO2peak and the O2 transport components, both diffusive and convective, were not 

different between the patients and controls (Figure 3). Together, this evidence supports that the 

skeletal muscle appears to be functioning appropriately in the patients, but with diminished 

  MO2 and  MO2 capacities prior to training. Following KE training, the decrement in  MO2 was 

restored, relatively quickly, by 8 weeks of KE training, shifting the patients up the relationship 

between   MO2peak and both   MO2 and  MO2 to achieve a greater   MO2peak. However, such 

plasticity was not evident in   MO2 in the patients. This was likely the result of blood flow 

dysregulation, rather than indicative of myopathy, per se. However, additional work is needed to 

confirm this tenet. Encouragingly, the continuous relationship between   MO2peak and   MO2 

supports that improvements in   MO2, whether from more prolonged training or other 

interventions, would allow   MO2peak to be fully restored. Thus, in terms of myopathy versus 

disuse in COPD, this study supports the concept that rather than a myopathy, per se, this 

population appears to exhibit attenuated plasticity in   MO2 that extends beyond simply disuse 

and would be expected to contribute to the limited muscle function in this population. Finally, it 

should be acknowledged that, as with most chronic diseases, COPD is often accompanied by 

significant comorbidities and the relatively small sample size of the current study precludes any 



meaningful analysis of the impact of such conditions, other than anemia, on the findings of this 

investigation. 

 

Conclusions.  

 Small muscle mass exercise training improved   MO2peak in both patients with severe 

COPD and healthy sedentary controls. However, although  MO2 was restored by exercise 

training in patients with COPD, the improvement in   MO2peak in this population appeared to be 

constrained by the limited plasticity in   MO2. Further investigation is needed to determine the 

mechanisms            MO2 is impaired in the untrained state and plasticity is limited with 

exercise training in patients with COPD. The current findings support that rather than a 

myopathy, per se, patients with severe COPD appear to exhibit attenuated plasticity in   MO2, 

and therefore   MO2peak, in response to KE training that extends beyond simply disuse and would 

be expected to contribute to the muscle dysfunction common in this population.  
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Table 1. Hemodynamic and metabolic variables assessed at maximal exercise in patients 

with COPD and healthy controls pre- and post-knee-extensor exercise training 

 COPD CONTROLS 

 PRE POST PRE POST 

Work rate (Watts) 12±2† 16±2*† 24±4 36±4* 

Muscle blood flow (ml/min) 2446±199† 2767±319† 3318±273 4239 ± 400* 

  MO2 (ml/min) 438±45† 491±51† 688±57 865±69* 

  MO2 (ml/min) 271±29† 342± 35* 418±37 553±41* 

pHa 7.34±0.02† 7.34±0.01† 7.38±0.01 7.39±0.01 

pHv 7.20±0.02 7.16±0.02† 7.23±0.01 7.20±0.01 

[Hb]total (g/dl) 13.2±0.4† 12.8±0.4† 15.1±0.5 14.0±0.2 

CaO2 (ml/dl) 17 7±0  † 17.3±0.8 21.0±0.8 20.5±0.4 

CaO2-CvO2 (ml/dl) 10.9±0.7† 12.0±0.4 12.7±0.7 13.8±0.4 

PaO2 (mmHg) 88±11† 94±10† 116±3 101±4* 

PvO2 (mmHg) 25±1† 22±1† 28±2 24±1 

PaCO2 (mmHg) 43±4† 41±2 31±4 32±1 

PvCO2 (mmHg) 67±4† 62±5 61±3 68±3 

SaO2 (%) 95±1† 96±1† 98±0 97±0 

SvO2 (%) 36±4 30±2*† 39±3 38±5 

MAP-MVP (mmHg) 109±4† 110±4† 121±6 128±6 

Heart Rate (bpm) 1045 1064 112±4 117±3 

 MO2 (ml min
-1

mmHg
-1

) 6.60.9† 9.10.9* 10.4±0.7 14.1±0.8* 

PcapO2 (mmHg) 361 372 46±2 41±1* 

Net venous lactate outflow (mmol/ min) 3.2±0.4 5.1±1.0* 4.6±1.0 8.9±1.1* 

Values are mean±SEM.  COPD, n=8; Controls, n=8.     MO2, muscle convective O2 transport; 

  MO2, muscle O2 uptake; pHa, arterial pH; pHv, venous pH; [Hb]total, total hemoglobin; CaO2, O2 

content of arterial blood;  CvO2, O2 content of venous blood; PaO2, O2 partial pressure of arterial 

blood;  PvO2, O2 partial pressure of venous blood; PaCO2, CO2 partial pressure of arterial blood; 

PvCO2, CO2 partial pressure of venous blood; SaO2, O2 saturation of arterial blood; SvO2, O2 

saturation of venous blood; MAP-MVP, mean arterial pressure – mean venous pressure 

difference;   MO2, muscle O2 diffusional conductance; PcapO2, O2 partial pressure of capillary 

blood. * p<0.05 versus pre-training within group. † p<0.05 versus pre-training controls.  



FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. The effect of knee-extensor exercise training on peak skeletal muscle O2 transport 

and O2 utilization in patients with COPD and healthy controls assessed at maximal 

exercise. a) Muscle peak O2           MO2peak), b) muscle convective O2 transport    MO2), c) 

muscle O2 diffusional conductance ( MO2), and d) arterial-venous O2 content difference (CaO2 - 

CvO2) at maximal knee-extensor exercise in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

(COPD, n = 8) and control subjects (Controls, n = 8) pre and post 8 weeks of knee-extensor 

exercise training. The boxes and whiskers denote the 10
th
 percentile, 25

th
 percentile, median, 75

th
 

percentile, and 90
th

 percentile values. * p<0.05 versus pre-training within group. † p<0.05 versus 

pre-training controls. 

Figure 2. The effect of knee-extensor exercise training on skeletal muscle O2 transport and 

utilization as a function of work rate in patients with COPD and healthy controls. a) Muscle 

blood flow, b) muscle convective O2              MO2), c) arterial-venous O2 content difference 

(CaO2 - CvO2), and d) muscle O2           MO2) during incremental knee-extensor exercise in 

patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD, n = 8) and control subjects 

(Controls, n = 8) pre and post 8 weeks of knee-extensor exercise training. Data are presented as 

mean ± SEM. * p<0.05 versus y-intercept of pre-                   ‡  <0 05         -intercept of 

pre-training COPD. 

Figure 3. The relationship between peak skeletal muscle O2 utilization and O2 transport 

components assessed at maximal exercise. a) Muscle peak O2           MO2peak) and O2 

                          MO2) and      MO2peak and muscle convective O2 transport    MO2) at 

maximal knee-extensor exercise in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD, 

n = 8) and control subjects (Controls, n = 8) pre and post 8 weeks of knee-extensor exercise 



training. Group data are presented as mean ± SEM. Note, correlations were conducted with the 

pre-post data averaged into a single data point for each subject to avoid the bias of repeated 

observations. 

 

Figure 4. Graphical illustration of the effect of knee-extensor exercise training on the 

integration of convective and diffusive O2 transport in determining peak O2 utilization 

within the exercising skeletal muscle of patients with COPD and healthy controls. The lines 

of pos                                                     ’                      MO2peak    MO2 x 

[PcapO2 – PmitO2], for illustrative purposes   MO2peak    MO2 x k x PvO2                        

                                 MO2peak = muscle blood flow x [CaO2 – CvO2]). The intersection of 

muscle diffusive O2 transport ( MO2, linear lines) and muscle convective O2 transport (  MO2, 

sigmoid lines) defines muscle O2 uptake (  MO2peak, circle and triangle symbols). Exercise 

training increased  MO2 and   MO2peak in both the patients and controls, while   MO2 was only 

increased in the controls. This schematic illustrates the   MO2peak that would have resulted if 

exercise training in the patients had only increased   MO2 (A to B) or  MO2 (A to C) and 

highlights the integrated nature of   MO2 and  MO2                         MO2peak (A to D in the 

patients, but especially in the controls (E to F)). While exercise training restored  MO2 to ~90% 

of pre-training controls,   MO2peak only attained ~80% of pre-training controls due to the 

unchanged   MO2 that was ~70% of pre-training controls. This contrasts with the plasticity in 

both  MO2 and   MO2 with exercise training in the controls (E to F).Thus, the full restoration of 

  MO2peak in the patients with COPD (A to D versus A to E) was primarily limited by attenuated 

plasticity in   MO2.  
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ONLINE SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

  

 

Exercise Training in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease: 

Muscle O2 Transport Plasticity 

 

 

Ryan M. Broxterman, Peter D. Wagner, and Russell S. Richardson  



Vastus lateralis morphometry in patients with COPD pre- and post-training.  

 Five of the patients with COPD also underwent percutaneous needle biopsies of the 

vastus lateralis, as previously described [1]. These patients exhibited predominantly type II fibers 

and a, relative, scarcity of type I fibers pre-training.  Fiber type distributions, capillary density, 

capillary-to-fiber ratio, and number of capillaries around a fiber were not significantly changed 

by training.  However, citrate synthase activity was increased by ~55% following KE training in 

these patients (Table S1).   

 

Table S1. Vastus Lateralis Morphometry in Patients with COPD Pre 

and Post Knee-Extensor Exercise Training 

 COPD 

 PRE POST 

Type I fibers (area%) 26 ± 9 33 ± 7 

Type II fibers (area%) 71 ± 10 62 ± 6 

Capillary density (capillaries/mm
2
) 555 ± 94 500 ± 60 

Capillary-to-fiber ratio 1.47 ± 0.16 1.76 ± 0.15 

Number of capillaries around a fiber 3.93 ± 0.42 4.18 ± 0.28 

Mitochondrial volume density 5.0 ± 0.3 5.2 ± 0.7 

Citrate synthase activity 8.2 ± 1.5 12.7 ± 1.7* 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. COPD, n=5. * p<0.05 versus pre-

training. 
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